This document is intended to show where exhibits are hung at the Park City Library. The library can split the exhibit space into multiple areas and this can be seen in the following pages. If your art is accepted to be exhibited, the location of your show will be clarified.

For more information about art exhibits at the library, click on the links below:

Park City Library's Art Exhibits Website
Park City Library's Exhibits Policy
South Wall: Section 1 - Multiple pieces can be hung on this wall within 136" (W) to 36" (H).

South Wall: Section 2 - Multiple pieces can be hung on this wall within 128" (W) to 36" (H).
East Pillars - There are four pillars which can accommodate one piece within 48" (W) to 60" (H).

North Wall - Multiple pieces can be hung on this wall within 136" (W) to 36" (H) (yellow). An artist statement will be hung here (pink).
Magazine Wall - Multiple pieces can be hung on this wall's two sections. Pink: 372" (W) to 36" (H). Yellow: 138" (W) to 36" (H).

North Wall - One piece can be hung on this wall within 78" (W) to 48" (H).
West Wall - One piece can be hung on this wall within 84" (W) to 42" (H).

West Map Wall - One piece can be hung on this wall within 36" (W) to 48" (H).
West Wall - One piece can be hung on this wall (yellow) within 84" (W) to 48" (H).

South Wall - One piece can be hung on this wall (pink) within 48" (W) to 48" (H).
All pieces must be wired on the back for installation. Artist and/or their representative are responsible for hanging artwork on the delivery date and during an approved time frame.

The library's rail system easily add more wires as the artist hanging the exhibit may need them.

The library's hooks are self-gripping. Pushing the hook together allows it to slide on the wire.
The Park City Library hangs art between a 58" and 64" center depending on the room. For example, the Fiction area has a ramp that effects height and the Reading Room's magazine shelves require a higher center as well.

In this step-by-step guide we will teach you how to properly place and hang art.

Measure the distance between the wire at full tension (B) and the top of the frame (A).

Measure the height of your frame (C) and divide the result in half.

From the floor, measure up the wall to 58" (average eye-level) and make a pencil mark.

From the mark, measure upward the distance recorded in step 2 and make a second light pencil mark (E).

From this mark, measure downward the distance recorded in step 1 (D).

Place nail and hanger here. Make sure that the bottom of your hanger is resting on the line when you hammer your nail in, rather than the nail point. This is where your wire will rest (on the crook of the hanger).

(Instructions credit)